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must meet the hydrocarbon standard 
in 40 CFR 86.096–11. 

(b) CO, NOX and particulate matter. 
Vehicles/engines must meet the CO, 
NOX, and particulate matter emission 
standards that applied for the vehicle’s/ 
engine’s original model year. If the en-
gine was certified with a Family Emis-
sion Limit, as noted on the emission 
control information label, the modified 
engine may not exceed this Family 
Emission Limit. 

(c) Evaporative hydrocarbons. Vehi-
cles/engines must meet the evaporative 
hydrocarbon emission standards that 
applied for the vehicle’s/engine’s origi-
nal model year. 

§ 85.525 Applicable standards. 
To qualify for an exemption from the 

tampering prohibition, vehicles/engines 
that have been converted to operate on 
a different fuel must meet emission 
standards and related requirements as 
follows: 

(a) The modified vehicle/engine must 
meet the requirements that applied for 
the OEM vehicle/engine, or the most 
stringent OEM vehicle/engine stand-
ards in any allowable grouping. Fleet 
average standards do not apply unless 
clean alternative fuel conversions are 
specifically listed as subject to the 
standards. 

(1) If the vehicle/engine was certified 
with a Family Emission Limit for NOX, 
NOX+HC, or particulate matter, as 
noted on the vehicle/engine emission 
control information label, the modified 
vehicle/engine may not exceed this 
Family Emission Limit. 

(2) Compliance with greenhouse gas 
emission standards is demonstrated as 
follows: 

(i) Subject to the following excep-
tions and special provisions, compli-
ance with light-duty vehicle green-
house gas emission standards is dem-
onstrated by complying with the N2O 
and CH4 standards and provisions set 
forth in 40 CFR 86.1818–12(f)(1) and the 
in-use CO2 exhaust emission standard 
set forth in 40 CFR 86.1818–12(d) as de-
termined by the OEM for the sub-
configuration that is identical to the 
fuel conversion emission data vehicle 
(EDV). 

(A) If the OEM complied with the 
light-duty greenhouse gas standards 

using the fleet averaging option for 
N2O and CH4, as allowed under 40 CFR 
86.1818–12(f)(2), the calculations of the 
carbon-related exhaust emissions re-
quire the input of grams/mile values 
for N2O and CH4, and you are not re-
quired to demonstrate compliance with 
the standalone CH4 and N2O standards. 

(B) If the OEM complied with alter-
nate standards for N2O and/or CH4, as 
allowed under 40 CFR 86.1818–12(f)(3), 
you may demonstrate compliance with 
the same alternate standards. 

(C) If the OEM complied with the ni-
trous oxide (N2O) and methane (CH4) 
standards and provisions set forth in 40 
CFR 86.1818–12(f)(1) or 86.1818–12(f)(3), 
and the fuel conversion CO2 measured 
value is lower than the in-use CO2 ex-
haust emission standard, you also have 
the option to convert the difference be-
tween the in-use CO2 exhaust emission 
standard and the fuel conversion CO2 
measured value into GHG equivalents 
of CH4 and/or N2O, using 298 g CO2 to 
represent 1 g N2O and 25 g CO2 to rep-
resent 1 g CH4. You may then subtract 
the applicable converted values from 
the fuel conversion measured values of 
CH4 and/or N2O to demonstrate compli-
ance with the CH4 and/or N2O stand-
ards. 

(ii) Compliance with heavy-duty en-
gine greenhouse gas emission standards 
is demonstrated by complying with the 
CO2, N2O, and CH4 standards (or FELs, 
as applicable) and provisions set forth 
in 40 CFR 1036.108 for the engine family 
that is represented by the fuel conver-
sion emission data engine (EDE). If the 
fuel conversion CO2 measured value is 
lower than the CO2 standard (or FEL, 
as applicable), you have the option to 
convert the difference between the CO2 
standard (or FEL, as applicable) and 
the fuel conversion CO2 measured value 
into GHG equivalents of CH4 and/or 
N2O, using 298 g/hp-hr CO2 to represent 
1 g/hp-hr N2O and 25 g/hp-hr CO2 to rep-
resent 1 g/hp-hr CH4. You may then 
subtract the applicable converted val-
ues from the fuel conversion measured 
values of CH4 and/or N2O to dem-
onstrate compliance with the CH4 and/ 
or N2O standards (or FEL, as applica-
ble). 

(3) Conversion systems for engines 
that would have qualified for chassis 
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certification at the time of OEM cer-
tification may use those procedures, 
even if the OEM did not. Conversion 
manufacturers choosing this option 
must designate test groups using the 
appropriate criteria as described in this 
subpart and meet all vehicle chassis 
certification requirements set forth in 
40 CFR part 86, subpart S. 

(b) [Reserved] 

[76 FR 57372, Sept. 15, 2011] 

§ 85.530 Vehicle/engine labels and 
packaging labels. 

(a) The following labeling require-
ments apply for clean alternative fuel 
conversion manufacturers to qualify 
for an exemption from the tampering 
prohibition: 

(1) You must make a supplemental 
emission control information label for 
each clean alternative fuel conversion 
system. 

(2) On the supplemental label you 
must identify the OEM vehicles/en-
gines for which you authorize the use 
of your clean alternative fuel conver-
sion system, consistent with the re-
quirements of this subpart. You may 
do this by identifying the OEM test 
group/engine family names and origi-
nal model year to which your conver-
sion is applicable as described in 
§ 85.510(b)(1) or § 85.510(b)(2), 
§ 85.515(b)(10)(ii), or § 85.520(b)(6)(ii). 
Your commercial packaging materials 
must also clearly describe this infor-
mation. 

(3) You must include the following on 
the supplemental label: 

(i) You must state that the vehicle/ 
engine has been equipped with a clean 
alternative fuel conversion system de-
signed to allow it to operate on a fuel 
other than the fuel it was originally 
certified to operate on. Identify the 
fuel or fuels the vehicle/engine is de-
signed to use and provide a unique con-
version test group/conversion engine 
family name and conversion evapo-
rative/refueling emissions family 
name. 

(ii) You must identify your corporate 
name, address, and telephone number. 

(iii) You must include one of the fol-
lowing statements that describes how 
you comply under this subpart and any 
applicable mileage or age restrictions 

due to how compliance was dem-
onstrated: 

(A) ‘‘This clean alternative fuel con-
version system has been certified to 
meet EPA emission standards.’’ 

(B) ‘‘Testing has shown that this 
clean alternative fuel conversion sys-
tem meets EPA emission standards 
under the intermediate age vehicle/en-
gine program.’’ 

(C) ‘‘This conversion system is for 
the purpose of use of a clean alter-
native fuel in accordance with EPA 
regulations and is applicable only to 
vehicles/engines that are older than 11 
years or 120,000 miles.’’ (Values must be 
adjusted to reflect OEM useful life; 
useful life in hours should be added, if 
applicable). 

(iv) State the following: ‘‘This con-
version was manufactured and in-
stalled consistent with the principles 
of good engineering judgment and all 
U.S. EPA regulations.’’ 

(4) On the supplemental label, you 
must identify any original parts that 
will be removed for the conversion and 
any associated changes in maintenance 
specifications. 

(5) On the supplemental label, you 
must include the date of conversion 
and the mileage of the vehicle/engine 
at the time of conversion. Include the 
hours of operation instead of mileage, 
if applicable. 

(b) The supplemental emission con-
trol information label shall be placed 
in a permanent manner adjacent to the 
vehicle’s/engine’s original emission 
control information label if possible. If 
it is impractical to place the supple-
mental label adjacent to the original 
label, it must be placed where it will be 
seen by a person viewing the original 
label on a part that is needed for nor-
mal operation and does not normally 
need replacement. If the supplemental 
label information cannot fit on one 
label, the information can be logically 
split among two labels that are both 
near the original VECI or engine label. 

(c) All information provided on clean 
alternative fuel conversion system 
packaging must be consistent with the 
required vehicle/engine labeling infor-
mation. 

(d) Examples of all labeling and war-
ranty information must be provided as 
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